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About heightec
heightec provides technical equipment, specialist training and operational
support services to height safety and rescue professionals worldwide.
Our Mission:
To be the most sophisticated supplier for specialist work at height by combining core values of
innovation, excellence and integrity in product design, training delivery and support services.
To continue to shape the future of safety in the work at height industry.

Our Services:
•
•
•

Competence based training for technical work at height and rescue
Specialist equipment for ascent, descent, work positioning, fall arrest and rescue
Expert safety auditing, consultancy, inspection and testing

Single source procurement for individuals, small, medium and large organisations.

Our Clients:
We provide equipment and training to all industries who work at height both in the UK and globally. Our
clients include government departments, military agencies, multi-national corporations, fire and rescue
services, police, small businesses, private companies and individuals.
We establish long-term relationships with our clients offering safe, cost-effective solutions for
contractors, managers and operators.

heightec is accredited to ISO 9001:2000 for all of our business activities.
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Our Services
heightec is the only UK manufacturer of technical fall protection and rescue equipment with a national
network of dedicated height safety training centres for professional work at height and rescue.

Training
We train thousands of candidates across the world every year, delivering height safety and rescue
courses. Our courses are specifically designed to ensure candidates become competent in their
respective activity by providing a balanced mix of knowledge and practical skills based training.
Our Height Safety Centres are located in Birmingham, Aberdeen, Kendal, London and Kelvedon.
These dedicated venues comprise the most diverse and comprehensive range of training environments
available anywhere.
Our success is underpinned by our exceptional team of highly experienced trainers whose knowledge
and expertise is highly valued by our clients.

Equipment
heightec specialises in the design and manufacture of innovative harnesses, lanyards,
descenders, ascenders and rescue products for vertical work at height and rescue.
Our award winning equipment is designed with the highest margins of safety and tested beyond the
requirements of international standards.
heightec products combine exceptional performance with superior strength and durability and are
manufactured within the highest levels of quality control. We are pleased to offer expert advice on the
how to select the most suitable system for your particular application, whatever your industry.

Support Services
In addition, we deliver a comprehensive range of operational support services, including technical
guidance on usage, inspection and re-certification of equipment and marking of unique numbering for
complete traceability.

helpline +44 (0)1539 728866

admin@heightec.com

heightec
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The National Access and Rescue Centre
The training division of heightec was established in 1997 with
the launch of our flagship training centre at our headquarters
in Kendal. Kendal has since become the UK’s leading Height
Safety Centre for work at height and rescue training.
Over the past decade we have established a national network
of specialist Height Safety Centres, with training sites in
Aberdeen, Birmingham and London.

Aberdeen

Our Height Safety Centres

Kendal

Birmingham
Kelvedon
London

Our Height Safety Centres provide a one-stop shop for
everything needed for technical work at height - offering a
full range of work and rescue equipment, expert advice and
operational support services.
We offer an unequalled series of high quality indoor training
environments, with a combined floor area of over 15,000
square feet and a wide range of specially designed training
apparatus replicating realistic work situations.
Being able to guarantee the delivery of a course at any time
of year is an important part of our service, without the risk
of foul weather interruption and where the learning ability of
candidates will not be reduced by being cold or wet.
Our indoor centres are located in London, Birmingham, Kendal
and Aberdeen. We do however have an outdoor facility at
Kelvedon which is primarily used to provide exposure and
practical work conditions for London based courses.
With a network of centres located across the UK, clients are
able to choose a venue most convenient to them, minimising
downtime and overnight costs. All centres are accessible
using public transport and road.
We cater for individuals and groups across the full range of
work at height and rescue professions and are IRATA and
RenewableUK approved training providers.
All venues have fully equipped lecture facilities, classrooms,
free WiFi access. Refreshment facilities are also available
with lunch being provided on all full-time courses. Additionally
free parking is available at all our sites.

heightec
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The National Access & Rescue Centre, Kendal - LA9 6NH
heightec’s flagship centre was launched in 1997 in Kendal. Its location at the southern edge of
the Lake District ensures its popularity with our clients across the UK.
Kendal is the largest of our dedicated height safety centres offering the full range of height
safety and rescue training courses.
This purpose built centre has been specifically designed to incorporate a comprehensive range
of facilities to provide realistic practical work and rescue training.

Training Apparatus
• two wind turbine generator simulators, with yaw, hub and roof apparatus
• several indoor lattice towers
• interior and exterior flat roofs
• deep vertical shaft with high internal walls
• confined space gallery with multiple entries and manholes
• confined industrial process vessel
• exposed walkways
• high platforms
• internal scaffolds
• suspended lifting beams
• telecoms microwave dishes and antennae
• vertical ladders with a variety of fixed protection systems

Transport
The training centre is a short distance from the Kendal town, with Oxenholme West Coast main
line rail station approximately 10 minutes by taxi. The M6 (Jnct 36) motorway is less than 10
miles away.
Road:
Rail:
Airports:

Within easy reach of M6 motorway (Jnct 36)
Main line railways at Oxenholme (10 mins by taxi)
Manchester / Leeds, Bradford / Durham Tees / Blackpool

Free parking is available on site.

Distances to Kendal
Leeds
Manchester
Newcastle upon Tyne
Sheffield
Glasgow / Edinburgh

70 miles
70 miles
100 miles
125 miles
145 miles

helpline +44 (0)1539 728866

WiFi

admin@heightec.com

heightec

Free
Access
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Aberdeen - AB12 3QY

Birmingham - B70 0BW

Aberdeen Height Safety Centre is dedicated to the
offshore industry - oil, gas and renewable energy
sectors.

Birmingham is centrally located for ease of access
to companies across the Midlands. The centre
contains a range of indoor structures suitable for
work at height and rescue training.

Located on Hareness Park, the Aberdeen training
centre is within easy travelling distance of the city
centre and has good road, rail and airport links for
clients in the borders and eastern Scotland.

This centre is located on the edge of West
Bromwich approximately 15 minutes off the M6
Junction 9 and M5 junction 1.

Training Apparatus

Training Apparatus

• 18 m external telecoms/rigging tower
• several indoor lattice towers
• manholes and very confined areas
• exposed walkways
• suspended beams
• vertical ladders with a variety of fixed

• 3.5 m upper roof
• high platforms
• 9 m telecoms tower
• exposed walkways
• ladders
• 8m lattice structure
• suspended beams
• microwave dishes for

systems

protection

Transport
Road:
Rail:
Airports:

Transport

On the A92 / A90
Aberdeen mainline - 2 miles
Aberdeen Dyce - 7 miles

Road:
Rail:
Metro:
Airports:

Free parking is available on site.

Distances to Aberdeen
Montrose
Dundee
Inverness
Edinburgh
Glasgow

heightec

From North M6 exit Jnct 9
From South M5 exit Jnct 1
Dudley Port approx. 1.5 miles
Black Lane Station approx. 20 mins walk
Birmingham International

Free parking is available on site.

40 miles
66 miles
106 miles
123 miles
146 miles

Distances to Birmingham

WiFi
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rigging exercises

Free
Access

Gloucester
Liverpool
Sheffield
Cardiff
London

helpline +44 (0)1539 728866

57 miles
94 miles
99 miles
116 miles
125 miles

WiFi

admin@heightec.com

Free
Access

London - NW2 7JP

Kelvedon Hatch - CM15 0LA

London is located at Staples Corner Business Park
at the end of the M1 on the A406 North Circular and
is purpose designed for key regional industries. This
centre serves central London and surrounding areas,
West Midlands, Eastern England, South East and
the South West.

Kelvedon Hatch is primarily an outdoor training
location with interior teaching rooms, used to
provide exposure and realistic work conditions for
London based courses.

Our London Height Safety Centre also utilises our
outdoor training site at Kelvedon Hatch, for clients
wishing to extend their training under real site
conditions.

Kelvedon Hatch site is fitted with transmitting
equipment for the training of rigging and lifting.
Interior classrooms are used for theory based work.

Training Apparatus

Training Apparatus

• interior flat roofs
• internal lattice tower
• high internal walls
• walkways / high platforms
• internal scaffolds / suspended lifting beams
• telecoms microwave dishes and antennae
• vertical ladders with a variety of fixed protection

• 50 m lattice tower
• fixed safety system
• telecoms rigging capability
• high platforms
• vertical ladders

Transport

systems
• horizontal lattice beam
• suspended lighting truss

Road:
Rail:

Off M25 Jnct 28 on A128
Shenfield - 5 miles
Ingatestone - 7 miles
London Stansted - 15 miles
London Luton/London Heathrow - 30 miles

Transport

Airports:

Road:
Rail:
Tube:
Airports:

Free parking is available on site.

End of M1 on A406 north circular
Euston, KingsX, Paddington
Brent Cross approx. 25 mins walk
London City, Heathrow

Distances to Kelvedon Hatch

Free parking is available on site.

London
Cambridge
Great Yarmouth
Birmingham
Nottingham

Distances to London
Oxford
Southampton
Bristol
Birmingham
Nottingham

50 miles
80 miles
120 miles
120 miles
120 miles

helpline +44 (0)1539 728866

WiFi

28 miles
46 miles
112 miles
130 miles
130 miles
WiFi

Free
Access

admin@heightec.com

heightec

Free
Access
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Course Content
heightec was one of the pivotal organisations in the creation of
BS 8454 “Code of Practice for delivery of training and education for
work at height and rescue”. So you can be sure that as a prospective
training candidate you’ll get the course that’s most suitable for your
needs.

Choosing the Right Course
Our courses are carefully designed to make sure candidates become
competent in the activity concerned, by delivering a balanced mix of
knowledge, practical skill and experience.
The primary goal of every course is to set out the critical elements
of a safe system of work, including; legal requirements, pre-work
risk-assessment, use of method statements, selection use and
care of appropriate equipment, correct use of tools, site safety and
emergency procedures.

Industry Standards
Wherever possible, course content satisfies external, third party
requirements.
All of our main practical based courses include the half day
Introduction to the Use of Fall Protection Equipment syllabus
approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
This syllabus has been set by manufacturers of height safety
equipment to ensure that safety critical aspects of the use
of equipment are addressed. This syllabus also includes the
requirements for training in the use of PPE set by the HSE led
Advisory Committee for Work at Height Training - ACWAHT.
heightec is one of very few training providers to offer ACWAHT and
WAHSA approved course content.
heightec is also a RenewableUK approved provider of accredited
WTG work at height courses.

What You Get Following Course Completion
Candidates are issued with a comprehensive training manual and
upon full completion of their course a certificate and ID card.
Certification is valid for 3 years for the majority of courses, 2 years
for RenewableUK and 1 year for certain rescue courses.

heightec
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Training for Your Industry

We offer a comprehensive range of work at height and vertical rescue training
courses to accommodate the requirements of all industries who work at height.
If you are unsure which course is right for you, call us on +44 (0)1539 728866
and ask for a syllabus and timetable - we’ll be happy to talk through any questions
you may have.
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For all types of work in the construction and
engineering sectors.
Tower crane rescue course provided a
great balance between classroom and
practical sessions.

‘‘

‘‘

Laing O’Rourke

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Fall Arrest Kit, Karabiner

WK01K

Fall Arrest Kit, Scaffold Hook WK01S
Fall Arrest Kit, Rope (10 m)

WK03

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

ScaffPack

WK32

TowerPackTM (50 m)

WK33

TowerPackTM (100 m)

WK34

RescuePack Pro Ind.
RescueTM

WK35

Tower Crane Rescue Kit

WK39

TM

Call for details or visit heightec.com

Image courtesy of Nick Croudace

helpline 01539 728866

Construction
Fall Protection & Rescue
Tower Crane Rescue - 1 day (ref: TRE9U)
Intended for people working with tower cranes who may be required to rescue a casualty from the cab crane
structure or a person who may be suspended on a lanyard after a fall. Complies with the requirements of CPA
technical note TIN013 –‘Rescue of Personnel From Height on Tower Cranes’.
FASET Advanced Net Rigger - 4 days (ref: TRA8U)
To gain access to and egress from work position for rigging nets, via the use of vertical ropes, ladders, portable
towers or powered access. The intended application is limited to relatively straightforward situations where
rescue can be achieved by lowering a casualty to safety.
FASET Advanced Net Rigger Supervisor - 1 day (ref: TRA8S)
This course is deigned for site supervisors who need to gain an understanding of the techniques and limitations
of advanced net rigging and to determine whether this is a suitable method for a particular worksite. The
intended application is limited to relatively straightforward situations where rescue can be achieved by lowering
a casualty to safety.
Rescue after a Fall - Lowering and Lifting - 0.5 day (ref: TRE2U)
Suitable for all persons who are already competent to work at height. Theory and practical sessions including
lowering and raising of a casualty. This course also covers all aspects of suspension syncope.
Roof Safety Practical - 1 day (ref: TFP5U)
Information and practical training in a range of temporary and permanent fall protection systems used for work
on roofs. Includes information on radio frequency hazards.
Using Personal Fall Protection Equipment - 1 day (ref: TFP4U)
General work at height course includes use of fall protection equipment, equipment care and maintenance and
Work at Height Regulations. Includes the WAHSA approved syllabus “Introduction to personal fall protection
equipment”.

Supporting Skills
Managing Work at Height - 2 days (ref: TFP2M)
For managers, supervisors, clients and specifiers.  A comprehensive course providing detailed knowledge on
the requirements of the Work at Height Regulations. Includes all content of the above courses with additional
material on rescue, suspension syncope and the implementation of safe systems of work.
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for individuals nominated as EFAW. Also aimed at businesses who need to
manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial
survey, administering first aid to recording accidents in the workplace.

admin@heightec.com

heightec
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Safe access for work on flat roofs including risks
from fragile surfaces and available methods for
fall protection.

A very good course giving an insight
into work at height systems and
rescue after a fall.

‘‘

‘‘

Sodexo

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Roof Safety Kit

WK04

Horizontal Line Kit (10 m)

WK05

Horizontal Line Kit (18 m)

WK06

Fall Arrest Kit, Karabiner

WK01K

Fall Arrest Kit, Scaffold Hook WK01S
Fall Arrest Kit, Rope (10 m)

WK03

Rope Access Kit (MatriX)

WK22

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

ScaffPackTM

WK32

Call for details or visit heightec.com

helpline 01539 728866

Facilities Management
Fall Protection & Rescue
Roof Safety Practical - 1 day (ref: TFP5U)
Information and practical training in a range of temporary and permanent fall protection systems used for work
on roofs. Includes information on radio frequency hazards.
Use of Personal Fall Protection Equipment - 1 day (ref: TFP4U)
General work at height course includes use of fall protection equipment, equipment care and maintenance and
Work at Height Regulations. Includes the WAHSA approved syllabus “Introduction to personal fall protection
equipment”
Rescue after a Fall - Lowering and Lifting - 0.5 day (ref: TRE2U)
Suitable for all persons who are already competent to work at height. Theory and practical sessions including
lowering and raising of a casualty. This course also covers all aspects of suspension syncope.

Rope Access
IRATA - Industrial Rope Access Trade Association
IRATA certification is suitable for individuals who wish to enter the industry as subcontractors and who will be
working in a variety of situations. Courses are available from technician to supervisor level. Please see p33 for
more details.
Trade Specific Rope Access (BS 7985 / ISO 22846)
Rope access courses are available from technician to supervisor level and tailored to specific work
environments e.g. sloping embankments, quarries for geotechnical, glazed surfaces for cleaning. Please see
p33 for more details.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.

admin@heightec.com

heightec
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Work at height safety training and supporting
skills for all work at height operatives.

One of the best first aid courses I’ve
been on. Plenty of detail put into
layman’s terms. The practical
part worked in scenarios was
very informative and useful.

‘‘

‘‘

Telent

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Fall Arrest Kit, Karabiner

WK01K

Fall Arrest Kit, Scaffold Hook WK01S
Fall Arrest Kit, Rope (10 m)

WK03

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

ScaffPackTM

WK32

TowerPack

TM

(50 m)

WK33

TowerPack

TM

(100 m)

WK34

RescuePack Pro Ind.
RescueTM

WK35

Please call us or visit heightec.com
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Fall Protection & Supporting Skills
Fall Protection
Roof Safety Practical - 1 day (ref: TFP5U)
Information and practical training in a range of temporary and permanent fall protection systems
used for work on roofs. Includes information on radio frequency hazards.
Use of Personal Fall Protection Equipment - 1 day (ref: TFP4U)
General work at height course includes use of fall protection equipment, equipment care and
maintenance and Work at Height Regulations. Includes the WAHSA approved syllabus “Introduction to personal
fall protection equipment”.
Managing Work at Height - 2 days (ref: TFP2M)
For managers, supervisors, clients and specifiers.  A comprehensive course providing detailed knowledge on
the requirements of the Work at Height Regulations. Includes all content of the above courses with additional
material on rescue, suspension syncope and the implementation of safe systems of work.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved first aid course for individuals nominated as EFAW or businesses who need to manage
first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey,
administering first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.
Rigging & Light Lifting - 2 days (ref: TTS3U)
Foundation course for the lifting, fixing and adjusting of light to medium loads.

admin@heightec.com

heightec
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Fire Service and Industrial Rescue training for
work at height and vertical situations.

This course was delivered to a very
high standard throughout the 2 days.
Very knowledgeable, with a great
operative awareness. Thoroughly
enjoyed the course.

‘‘

‘‘

North Wales Fire & Rescue
Services

Recommended Equipment
RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

ScaffPack

WK32

RescuePack Pro Ind.
RescueTM

WK35

TM

Call for details or visit heightec.com
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Fire Service & Industrial Rescue
Rescue
RescuePackTM training provides hands on experience of a full range of industrial rescue skills in realistic
environments together with experience of actual rescue situations.  Aimed at fire brigades and industrial rescue
teams.
This training is normally taken as part of a comprehensive service that includes the specification and supply of equipment
based upon each client’s needs. Please contact us for further details.

RescuePackTM Core Skills User - 1 days (ref: TRE7C)
Basic fall protection equipment for Fire Fighter safety.
RescuePackTM User - 3 days (ref: TRE7U)
Foundation course in the use of RescuePack industrial rescue system.
RescuePackTM Advanced - 2 days (ref: TRE7UA)
TM
Additional techniques to turn RescuePack into a small rope rescue capability, includes cableways, more
pulley systems, releasable
deviations, additional rigging techniques and stretchers. Candidates must have
TM
completed RescuePack User.
Implementation of RescuePackTM at Brigade level
To assist fire and rescue services who are undertaking widespread implementation of this equipment, we offer
specialised courses for trainers and internal assessors. These courses are provided complete with learning
objectives and guidance on teaching and assessment exercises. Only available to public fire and rescue
services.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.

admin@heightec.com

heightec
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Advanced solutions for fall protection, evacuation,
casualty recovery and rescue of a fallen person.

Thank you for a most enjoyable
course, very professionally run. We
have all come away with valuable
information and a skills pool which
we can expand upon. Above all, we
thoroughly enjoyed the course.

‘‘

‘‘

Shell

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Rope Access Kit (Zero-G)

WK11

Confined Space Kit

WK15

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

ScaffPack

WK32

RescuePack Pro Ind.
RescueTM

WK35

TM

Call for details or visit heightec.com

helpline 01539 728866

Offshore
Fall Protection & Rescue
Use of Personal Fall Protection Equipment - 1 day (ref: TFP4U)
General work at height course includes use of fall protection equipment, equipment care and maintenance and
Work at Height Regulations. Includes the WAHSA approved syllabus. “Introduction to personal fall protection
equipment”.
TM

Industrial Rescue - RescuePack Training provides hands on experience of a full range of industrial rescue
skills in realistic environments together with experience of actual rescue situations aimed at fire brigades and
industrial rescue teams. See page 27 for more details.
Rescue after a Fall - Lowering and Lifting - 0.5 day (ref: TRE2U)
Suitable for all persons who are already competent to work at height. Theory and practical sessions including
lowering and raising of a casualty. This course also covers all aspects of suspension syncope.

IRATA - Industrial Rope Access Trade Association
IRATA certification is suitable for individuals who wish to enter the industry as subcontractors and who will be
working in a variety of situations.
IRATA Level 1 - Technician - 5 days (ref: TRA2U)
Recommended for candidates who wish to enter the industry as rope access subcontractors.
IRATA Level 2 - Intermediate - 5 days (ref: TRA2I)
An intermediate technician is capable of rigging working ropes, undertaking rescues and performing a variety of
rope access tasks.
IRATA Level 3 - Supervisor - 5 days (ref: TRA2S)
Advanced course allowing supervision of a wide range of work sites.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.

admin@heightec.com

heightec
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Training in rope access, roof safety and
management of work at height for operational
and support staff.

Well structured, concise programme
pitched at the right level. Trainers were
knowledgeable and enthusiastic.

‘‘

‘‘

Lothian & Borders Police

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Roof Safety Kit

WK04

Rope Access Kit (MatriX)

WK22

Riggers Kit (Zero-G)

WK11

Riggers Kit (Europa)

WK12

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

ScaffPackTM

WK32

TowerPack

WK33

TM

Call for details or visit heightec.com
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Police
Climbing & Rescue for Police and Government
Police Rope Access for Search at Height - 5 days (ref: TRA1U)
BS 7985* / ISO 22846** Ideal for officers needing to use rope access for search operations. Includes the
WAHSA approved syllabus “Introduction to personal fall protection equipment”
* BS 7985 Code of Practice for the use of rope access methods for industrial purposes.
** ISO 22846 Fundamental principles for the use of rope access methods for work at height
Police / TSU Special Access - 5 days (ref: TTS7U)
A comprehensive course for operational police and TSU officers who need skills to access a variety of
structures. Course includes industrial climbing, roof access, RF hazards and rigging and light lifting. Includes
the WAHSA approved syllabus “Introduction to personal fall protection equipment”

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.
Rescue after a Fall - Lowering and Lifting - 0.5 day (ref: TRE2U)
Suitable for all persons who are already competent to work at height. Theory and practical sessions including
lowering and raising of a casualty. This course also covers all aspects of suspension syncope.

admin@heightec.com
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Dedicated height safety and rescue training,
technical fall protection and rescue equipment
for turbine owners, operators, managers and
contractors in the onshore & offshore wind energy
industry.
RenewableUK approved WTG climber courses
providing a full range of skills and knowledge to
allow a person to work safely in wind turbines.

A very successful course with even the
non-climbers performing amazingly
well. This is clearly due to the
exploratory and safe environment that
the trainers were able to set up for us.
RWE Npower Renewables Ltd

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

WTG Climbers Kit

WK13

Riggers Kit (Zero-G)

WK11

Riggers Kit (Europa)

WK12

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

EvacPack

WK36

TM

Micron Evacuation kit

D33

Call for details or visit heightec.com

helpline 01539 728866

‘‘

‘‘

Renewable Energy
Climbing & Rescue for Wind Turbines
Wind Turbine Technician Core Skills - 5 days (ref: TTS12U)
Comprehensive course provides the skills and knowledge for persons required
to access and work safely at height on WTG’s. Includes RenewableUK approved climber content as well as
Hub Rescue, Emergency First Aid at Work (HSE), Manual Handling, Wind Turbine Lifting Hoist Operations,
Safe System of Work and Emergency Procedures.
Working at Height & Rescue Training - Wind Turbines - 2 day (ref: TTS5U)
For access to any area of a WTG where candidates may need to carry out installation, inspection or servicing
on a variety of structures. Includes rescue. This course includes registration with RenewableUK.
WTG Rescue Revalidation - 0.5 day (ref: TTS14U)
This revalidation course is for current holders of BWEA / RenewableUK certificate who wish to revalidate their
training certification. As recommended by the RenewableUK, this course revalidates the rescue elements of the
RenewableUK certificate, providing theory review and practical sessions covering emergency procedures and
use of equipment.
Hub Rescue for Wind Turbines - 1 day (ref: TTS6U)
For all WTG climbers who are required to access and work in the hub (inc blade) areas of wind turbines and
includes Hub and Yaw area rescues.

Supporting Skills
Using personal fall protection equipment (Transition Piece) - 1 day (ref: TFP4U)
For persons required to work in specified locations. Provides education and practical training in the use of the
specified types of personal fall protection given below.
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.
Rigging & Light Lifting - 2 days (ref: TTS3U)
Foundation course for the lifting, fixing and adjusting of light to medium loads.

We provide comprehensive services for inspection, servicing and re-certification of
evacuation and rescue equipment. Call 01539 728866 for more details.

admin@heightec.com
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Rescue training for work at height from all types
of remote and vertical situations.

A good course with a balance of
practical and theory. The exercises
were designed to make the theoretical
elements more easily understood.

‘‘

‘‘

E.on

Recommended Equipment
RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

ScaffPackTM

WK32

EvacPack

WK36

Stretcher Lowering/Raising

WK29

TowerPackTM (50m)

WK33

TowerPack

TM

(100m)

WK34

Laser Kit (10m)

WK05

Laser Kit (18m)

WK06

Conductor Trolley Rescue
Kit

WK47

Call

for details or visit heightec.com

helpline 01539 728866

Rescue at Height
General Rescue
Rescue after a Fall - 0.5 day (ref: TRE2U)
Covers simple systems used for rescue after a fall or rescue of a suspended person.
Tower Rescue - 1 day (ref: TTS4U)
Suitable for workers on tall structures for recovery of a person from any fall protection system.
Tower Crane Rescue - 1 day (ref: TRE9U)
Intended for people working with tower cranes who may be required to rescue a casualty from the cab crane
structure or a person who may be suspended on a lanyard after a fall. Complies with the requirements of CPA
technical note TIN013 –‘Rescue of Personnel From Height on Tower Cranes’.
Hub Rescue for Wind Turbines - 1 day (ref: TTS6U)
For all WTG climbers who are required to access and work in the hub (inc blade area) areas of wind turbines
and includes Hub and Yaw area rescues.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.

admin@heightec.com
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Rope Access training for general access
situations or trade specific environments.

The training on this course had been
very well delivered and in detail,
which showed in the quality of the
trainees.
Chris Degazon - IRATA Assessor

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Rope Access Kit (MatriX)

WK22

Call for details or visit heightec.com

helpline 01539 728866

‘‘

‘‘

Rope Access
IRATA - Industrial Rope Access Trade Association
IRATA certification is suitable for individuals who wish to enter the industry as subcontractors and who will be
working in a variety of situations.
IRATA Level 1 - Technician - 5 days (ref: TRA2U)
Recommended for candidates who wish to enter the industry as rope access subcontractors.
IRATA Level 2 - Intermediate - 5 days (ref: TRA2I)
An intermediate technician is capable of rigging working ropes, undertaking rescues and performing a variety of
rope access tasks.
IRATA Level 3 - Supervisor - 5 days (ref: TRA2S)
Advanced course allowing supervision of a wide range of work sites.

Trade Specific Rope Access
Suitable for companies who work in a specific sector or in defined circumstances (e.g. cleaning, geotechnical,
lightning protection, comms) and who wish to add a rope access capability to their portfolio.
Rope Access User - 5 days (ref: TRA1U)
BS 7985* / ISO 22846** Ideal for companies who wish to extend their capabilities in specific environments.
Courses provide experience of the work environment in which the candidates will subsequently be working, e.g.
sloping embankments and quarries for geotechnical, glazed surfaces for cleaning.
Rope Access Supervisor - 5 days (ref: TRA1S)
BS 7985* / ISO 22846** Designed for candidates with significant experience who wish to develop additional
skills to allow them to supervise.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.
* BS 7985 Code of Practice for the use of rope access methods for industrial purposes.
** ISO 22846 Fundamental principles for the use of rope access methods for work at height.

admin@heightec.com
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Our climber courses provide a full range
of skills training from elementary access to
the use of lifting equipment and dedicated
rescue from height.
Superb instruction, great teaching
style. Some difficult concepts brought
to life very well. An intense 5 day
course but the instructor kept the
focus very well, thoroughly enjoyable.
MOD

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Riggers Kit (Zero-G)

WK11

Riggers Kit (Europa)

WK12

Linesman Kit (Europa)

WK16

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

TowerPackTM (50m)

WK33

Call for details or visit heightec.com

helpline 01539 728866

‘‘

‘‘

Telecoms/Tall Structures
Climbing for Masts & Towers
Industrial Climber - 2 days (ref: TTS2U)
For access to masts and towers where candidates may need to carry out installation, inspection
or servicing on a variety of structures. Includes tower rescue.
Occasional Climber - 1 day (ref: TTS1U)
For persons who climb structures only occasionally and who will always be under the direct
supervision of an experienced climber or rigger
Climber Revalidation - 1 day (ref: TTS2UR)
For existing climbers who wish to renew their certification.
Tower Rescue - 1 day (ref: TTS4U)
Suitable for workers on tall structures for recovery of a person from any fall protection system.
Industrial Climbing & Rigging - 5 days (ref: TTS7U)
Highly practical and comprehensive course for candidates working within the telecommunications sector.
Including foundation for work at height, climbing, roof safety, RF hazards and light lifting.
Roof Safety Practical - 1 day (ref: TFP5U)
Information and practical training in a selection of fixed and temporary systems available.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
RF Hazards - Awareness and Monitoring - 0.5 day (ref: TSK4U)
Provides in-depth knowledge on the effects of RF on the human body, methods of operating detection equipment and means of identifying danger areas. (Arqiva Gateway Approved)
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.
Rigging & Light Lifting - 2 days (ref: TTS3U)
Foundation course for the lifting, fixing and adjusting of light to medium loads.

admin@heightec.com
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Training for ladder climbing, positioning,
fall arrest and light lifting for stage and
theatre riggers.

Great course, well tailored to our
specific requirements, great attitude
throughout, thanks.

‘‘

‘‘

Donmar Warehouse Theatre

Recommended Equipment
WORK KITS:

CODE:

Riggers Kit (Zero-G)

WK11

Riggers Kit (Europa)

WK12

RESCUE SYSTEMS:

CODE:

TowerPack

WK33

TM

ScaffPackTM

WK32

Call for details or visit heightec.com

helpline 01539 728866

Theatre/Entertainment
Theatre/Entertainment courses
Work at height in entertainment industry - 2 days (ref: TTS9U)
Provides a range of skills for accessing and working on stage structures, including the use of all safety
equipment, evacuation and rescue.
Use of Personal Fall Protection Equipment - 1 day (ref: TFP4U)
General work at height course includes use of fall protection equipment, equipment care and maintenance,
together with Work at Height Regulations. Includes the WAHSA approved syllabus “Introduction to personal fall
protection equipment”.
Rescue after a Fall - 0.5 day (ref: TRE2U)
Designed for rescue of fallen gantry workers, including practical experience of simple systems used for rescue
after a fall or rescue of a suspended person.

Supporting Skills
Inspection of PPE - Competent Person - 1 day (ref: TSK1U)
Designed to satisfy the requirements of several UK regulations (PUWER, LOLER, WAHR) and can be tailored
to meet clients specific requirements. Syllabus approved by the Work at Height Safety Association (WAHSA).
Work at Height Emergency First Aid - 1 day (ref: TSK2U)
A highly practical course delivered by trainers with wide experience of attending casualty incidents in extreme
environments. Follows BS 8454.
Managing Work at Height - 2 days (ref: TFP2M)
For managers, supervisors, clients and specifiers.  A comprehensive course providing detailed knowledge on
the requirements of the Work at Height Regulations. Includes all content of the above courses with additional
material on rescue, suspension syncope and the implementation of safe systems of work.
Emergency First Aid at Work EFAW - 1 day (ref: TSK6U)
HSE approved First Aid course for nominated EFAW individuals or businesses who must manage first aid requirements for work sites or offices. Covering all the skills necessary, ranging from initial survey, administering
first aid through to recording accidents in the workplace.

admin@heightec.com
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Equipment
heightec manufactures a comprehensive range of high
quality, ready to use fall protection and vertical rescue
systems adapted to the requirements of technical
industries who work at height.
The quality of our systems is founded on the quality of our
individual products.
Each product is designed with a single objective - to
improve on what has gone before, without compromise.
We produce high quality, high specification products that
excel in their specific functions and are safe, strong and
easy to use.

Going beyond the norm
Some manufacturers regard national and international
standards (e.g. EN’s) as the absolute benchmark which
their products must meet. This can lead to products being
“designed down” to the standard - with specifications
which only just meet the required level.
This approach does not allow for deterioration and
wear, which begins as soon as a product is brought into
use. A product that only just meets the requirements
of a standard at the time of manufacture could easily
deteriorate to below the norm after only a few months use.
This is why we design products with specifications greatly
in excess of standards requirements.
Our test regime includes an external exposure test, in
which products are continuously subjected to weathering
in a very exposed location on the roof of a 35m high
building. After 7 years of continuous exposure to sun,
wind, ice and rain, no product has yet failed an EN
standard test. We continue to expose and test…

heightec
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Ready to Use Work Systems
Complete work systems tailored to your
industry
A harness is at the core of each work system, with each
industry having its own requirements for how the harness
needs to perform.
Every system component is a superior example in its
field, carefully designed to make the user’s job easier by
being comfortable, easy to adjust and fully integrated with
other system elements.

Typical Riggers Kit WK11

Individual components have high technical and
performance characteristics in terms of strength and
durability.
The resulting systems are exceptional.
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Rescue & Evacuation Systems
Vertical rescue is our speciality
We have a dedicated range of descenders and rescue
products for use by fire services and rescue teams.
Our dedication to modular rescue systems began over
a decade ago, when we designed the PhoeniX harness
specifically for fire service rescue.  The PhoeniX was
awarded Millennium Product status by the UK Design
Council as an outstanding innovation and is now the
most widely used harness in the UK fire service.
We have continued to make equipment that is perfectly
adapted for its intended use. We consider every aspect
of what users need for vertical rescue, from how to carry
the equipment to how to carry the casualty.
Our rope devices are specially designed for complete
control in both lowering and raising operations; we have
created new, high strength camming mechanisms for
hauling loads and have evolved pulley mechanisms that
attach instantly to a loaded rope.
From the outset, the design criteria for these products
require maximum simplicity for the user combined with
complete effectiveness. The need for total safety goes
without saying.
The result? The most advanced combination of
dedicated rescue equipment available anywhere.

How to order:
ScaffPack Universal
Rescue System WK32

Training and equipment orders can be placed by:
Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Online:

+44 (0)1539 728866
+44 (0)1539 728833		
admin@heightec.com
www.heightec.com

Our office hours are Monday - Friday 9 am to 5 pm

helpline +44 (0)1539 728866

admin@heightec.com
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Support Services
heightec provides a wide range of client support services
from the inspection and certification of height safety
equipment to servicing and re-certification of evacuation
systems.

Inspection and Certification Services
heightec offers various levels of service for inspection
of work kits and individual items of PPE by our trained
inspectors. Equipment can be collected by us and back
on site within a matter of days, with a premium same day
service available subject to availability.

Traceability and Advanced Laser Marking
Any item of PPE can be individually marked in
accordance with a client’s own scheme. This service can
be allied with the Inspection Service to provide reminders
to clients of forthcoming inspection dates.
In addition to our marking and traceability service, we are
pleased to now offer our clients the option to have their
corporate identity or any other relevant markings etched
on to any large order of devices.

Operational Support Services
heightec can provide a detailed assessment and report
on a wide range of height safety issues, including safe
systems of work and requirements for rescue provision.
We provide comprehensive servicing of evacuation
and rescue equipment including inspection,
testing and re-certification.
For further details on any of the support
services we provide please call our
helpline on +44 (0)1539 728866 or
email admin@heightec.com.
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Quality Standards
heightec is accredited to ISO 9001:2000 for training and
inspection activities.
We are members of RenewableUK and accredited
training providers for work at height.

Trade Associations
heightec is a member of WAHSA and the Industrial Rope
Access Trade Association (IRATA).
WAHSA is comprised of manufacturers of height safety
equipment and is dedicated to the setting of best practice
at all levels of the supply chain, including training in the
use of equipment.

British Standards:
“BS 8454 Code of Practice for delivery of training and
education for work at height and rescue”.
We played an instrumental role in bringing this British
Standard into existence, with the aim of setting a standard
of excellence for training providers. We provided the
Chair for the BSI drafting group and authored the very first
document on which the standard was based.

Trademarks
heightec is a registered trademark.
Height Safety Centre, heightec, MicroPack, Tectra,
RescuePack,TowerPack, ScaffPack, RoofPack,
EvacPack, X-Cam and “with respect to gravity...” are all
product names and trademarks of The heightec Group
Limited.
Specifications may change without notice.
© All contents copyright 2000-2010 - The heightec Group
Limited. All rights reserved.
Rev 6 v1 - Feb 2011

The heightec Group Limited, Lake District Business Park
Mint Bridge Road, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 6NH
UK Company No. 3435385
Registered in England and Wales. VAT No. 698 1128 04
Contents and symbols copyright 2000-2012.
Specifications may change without notice.

helpline +44 (0)1539 728866

admin@heightec.com
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®

with respect to gravity...TM

heightec - Lake District Business Park, Mint Bridge Road, Kendal, Cumbria, LA9 6NH, UK
Tel:
Fax:

+44 (0)1539 728866
+44 (0)1539 728833

Email:
Web:

admin@heightec.com
www.heightec.com

Height Safety Centres located in London • Birmingham • Aberdeen • Kendal • Kelvedon

